SDT-183 MODEL

Distributors now available in
ü Bangladesh
ü Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
ü SADC Southern African Development Community

SDT-182 MODEL

Rental is ideal for conferences
functions and special events. The
simulator can run driver training
software or car racing simulation.
We deliver the simulator and our
instructor stays and facilitates all
driver
training
around
the
simulator. We can also use our
Beer Goggles, Marijuana Simulation
Goggles, Distracted and Fatigued
Goggles and conduct Safe Driving
Lectures covering your choice of up
to 40 topics.
If the simulator is going indoors it
can be offloaded from the trailer. If
being used outdoors we will leave it
in our trailer that has 3 opening
sides and supply stools for viewers
to gather around and watch the
action.
Please note all rental simulators
are currently based in Brisbane
(Australia).

SDT-181 (right)
is a portable system
supplied with a hard
transport case, VR
goggle, single screen
plus steering wheel,
pedals and gear lever
mounted to a frame.

SDT-182 (top of page) is a sled style frame that has
either a road car or race seat fitted, plus handbrake
and 3 screens. An optional motion platform can be built
into this frame to replicate the g-forces of acceleration,
braking and cornering.

SDT-183 (see front cover) is a partially enclosed
simulator with triple screens, real car seat, handbrake
and seatbelt. The buyer chooses the colour and the
frame is branded with your logos. This sim is portable
with trolley wheels and a lift handle. We can supply an
enclosed trailer to match.

All SDT simulators use premium
City Car Driving software. You will
receive the multi-user licensed
enterprise edition (for commercial
use) with all vehicles and routes
unlocked. The software supports
both LHD and RHD plus many
languages. The software has a
realistic physics engine to model
the dynamics of each car. Weather
can be changed, so too can traffic
density, plus emergency scenarios
can be introduced. This includes
vehicle crashes, breakdowns and a
drunk driving mode. The software is
also available as a stand-alone
purchase for use in your own PC
based simulator.

All simulators are available as LHD or RHD

SDT Simulator Driver Training offer High
Schools, Driving Schools, Community Groups
and Government Agencies the opportunity to
buy an affordable driving simulator to conduct
novice driver training or road safety awareness
campaigns. SDT is the exclusive distributor for
the City Car Driving simulator software which
has been customized for Australia, New
Zealand, Europe, Germany and USA with local
road signs, road markings and road rules.
All simulator models include additional software
(Reaction Time, Braking Distance, Distracted
Driving, and Car Racing Simulation plus Driver
Training Videos, Road Rule Tests, Driver
Knowledge Tests and Fatal Vision Alcohol and
Drug Impairment Goggles.
Being a driver training company (with 23 years
experience) we can also provide hand-over
induction training or train- the-trainer to ensure
your personnel deliver quality driving instruction.

SIMULATORS CAN BE USED TO TEACH:
ü
Starting procedures
Correct use of pedals
ü
ü
Gear changing (auto/manual/tiptronic)
ü
Hill starts (using the handbrake fitted)
ü
Brake application (including ABS on/off)
ü
Steering techniques
ü
Vision through corners
ü
Scanning and hazard perception
ü
4WD off-road (Low Range and AWD)
ü
Dealing with breakdowns
ü
Fuel efficient eco-driving
ü
Procedures for driving (like system of car
control, lane position, changing lanes, use of
indicators, leaving a parking spot, parking,
reversing, merging, freeways, roundabouts,
gravel roads, steep hills, dealing with traffic)
This can be demonstrated in the safety and stress
free environment of the simulator before moving to a
real vehicle. Therefore being safer for both the
student, the instructor and the training vehicle.

SIMULATORS CAN DEMONSTRATE
THE CONSEQUENCES OF:
ü
Tailgating
ü
Speeding
ü
Distracted Driving (texting, reaching
for an item, eating/drinking)
ü
Divided attention failure
ü
Disobeying road rules
ü
Fatigue or zoning out (using goggles)
ü
Alcohol/Drug impairment
Aggressive driving or drivers
ü
ü
Variable conditions (wet roads,
unsealed, fog, ice, snow, sun glare)
ü
Consequences
bad
driving
or
incorrect procedures
A simulator is the place to recreate a
hazardous situation for the driver to
experience and then review in safety

